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surface exposure time on the measurement of dose in
external beam irradiation. An animal experiment was

performed to compare the effect of tissue surface
exposure time on the measurement of absorbed dose. A

cylindrical phantom was designed in which the
calculated dose distributions for different exposure

times were measured with radiation dosimeters. A dose
calibration coefficient was obtained by irradiating the

phantom with an 8 MeV X-ray beam. In this experiment,
the applied dose was measured with the radiation

dosimeters at the tissue surface. The results show that
the applied dose at the tissue surface is independent of
the exposure time, and is affected by the depth of the
tissue for a given irradiation geometry. The magnitude

of the applied dose decreases by a factor of
approximately 0.75 for an exposure time of 1 s. The

effect of the exposure time on the dose measurement
depends on the relationship between the depth of the

tissue and the distance from the detector to the
absorbed dose measuring point.Kōhei Yamauchi is a
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Japanese professional golfer. Yamauchi turned
professional in 1989. He played on the JPG tour from
1996 to 2000 and has played on the Japan Golf Tour

since 1999. His biggest success was winning the 1996
Japan PGA Championship. Since 2002, he has also

played on the Asian Tour. In 2003, he won a major on
the Japan Golf Tour, capturing the Japanese PGA

Championship, making him the first Asian player to win
the title. He is a former winner of the Japan Open. He

represents Japan at the World Cup of Golf. Amateur wins
1993 PGA Kansai Junior Championship 1994 PGA Kansai

Junior Championship 1996 PGA Kansai Junior
Championship Professional wins Japan Golf Tour wins
(15) Japan PGA Tour wins (1) Japan Golf Tour playoff

record (2–0) Other wins (8) 1992 Japan PGA
Championship 1993 Japan PGA Championship 1994

Nittany Lion Open 1996 Japan PGA Championship 1997
Nittany Lion Open, Japan PGA Championship, PayCom

Senior Open 1998 Pure Silk Cup 2000 Cast
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des crack trafique.Master of Veterinary Surgery The
Master of Veterinary Surgery is a postgraduate

veterinary qualification for veterinarians in the United
Kingdom. It is awarded by the Royal College of

Veterinary Surgeons, for those who have completed at
least 10 years' training and who have passed their
specialist examinations. It is one of five veterinary
(equivalent to MRCVS Diploma, first gained from

veterinary colleges in the UK and Ireland) awards. Those
who undertake this course are permitted to use the post

title "veterinary surgeon" in the United Kingdom, in
place of "vetinary surgeon". The title is currently only
awarded by the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons

and is not widely used. The MVS degree is a seven-year
course starting when students pass their ECVS

examinations. However, for students beginning their
studies after 2010, only those who pass a specified

number of examinations (typically 150) by the end of the
fourth year of the course are eligible for a Master of

Veterinary Surgery and this changes every year. In some
colleges, a further examination (the BVC) must also be

passed before a student may take the examination
(MVS). See also European College of Veterinary

Specialists in Practice (ECVSP) References
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